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USBORNE PUBLISHING
THE UK’S #1 SPECIALIST
CHILDREN’S BOOK PUBLISHER

Usborne is one of the world’s leading specialist children’s book publishers:
an independent, family business which creates engaging, innovative,
accessible books for children of all ages.
Usborne books are written to appeal directly to children, and are
there for every age and stage from newborn baby to young adult.
Children can grow with Usborne books.
Our motto is ‘do it better’. We always do our best to create books for
children which contain accurate, reliable information, presented in
an attractive and appealing way and produced in an ethical
manner to the highest international standards.
For distinctive, enriching books for children,
look for the Usborne balloon.

Peter Usborne,
Founder and MD, Usborne Publishing
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Book of the month staff picks
June

May

June - Hard - £9.99
5 years+ 9781474968966

May - Paper - £5.99
5 years+ 9781474973335

Our tremendous,
best-selling Unworry
Book was one of my
favourite books from
last year! Now, we’re
following it up with
the Unworry Magic
Painting Book. Kids
and adults alike will be
able to magically paint
their worries away.
Through colourful
swirls and doodles, they can find focus and mindfulness,
two important things in this worrisome world. There isn’t
a right way or a wrong way to be mindful, but there’s
certainly an Usborne magic painting way!

I totally love this book!
The perfect summer
offering for inquisitive
little minds. Engage
in the world around
you with this lively
and enlightening
introduction to science.
From materials, light
and space to humans,
animals and plants,
this book covers an
impressive range of topics in a simple, accessible way.
Hours of fun experiments to be tried at home. A must
have for this age group.

July

August
July - Paper - £7.99
14 years+ 9781474959575

There are only a few books that
come out and just grab your
attention and demand you read
the whole thing in one sitting.
The Gilded Ones was one of
those books.
Set in a West African inspired
fantasy world, this book is full of
female empowerment, amazing
friendships, twists and turns
to keep you on your toes and
beautifully descriptive world building. This is going to be
the summer read of 2020!
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August - Box - £7.99 (inc VAT)
3 years+ 9781474969468

Do you know your
Tyrannosaurus from
your Pterosaurs? Which
ones are carnivores
or herbivores? This
new exciting game will
have children testing
their memory skills
while learning lots of
interesting and fun facts about those amazing dinosaurs
that once walked this planet and the prehistoric world
they lived in. With 36 colourful game cards, 4 bingo boards
and a beautifully illustrated book with instructions and fun
facts, this wonderful new addition to the Usborne range
will keep children entertained for hours and I guarantee
parents too won’t be able to resist searching for that
matching piece. A beautiful gift for little ones and adults
alike.

06/02/2020 12:11:02

Awesome activities

July - Paper - £7.99
5 years+ 9781474971607

May - Conc Spiral - £12.99
7 years+ 9781474950718

May - Hard - £8.99
8 years+ 9781474970495

From rainforests to recycling,
mountains to monsoons,
children can discover the
wonders and challenges of
life on Earth as they find their
way through the superbly
illustrated scenes in this book.

A simple user-friendly
book which helps complete
beginners of all ages get
started using the web
languages, HTML, CSS and
JavaScript.

The Unhurry Book is an
illustrated, write-in book
full of soothing activities
designed to help you
slow down and unwind.

August - Paper - £3.99
2 years+ 9781474981149

A bright and friendly first
colouring book for little
ones, with animals to
colour on every page. The
backgrounds are already
coloured in, so little
children can focus on the
exciting parts.

Simply sweep a wet paintbrush over the black and white illustrations to fill the pages with vibrant colour.

May - Paper - £5.99
5 years+ 9781474973335
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May - Paper - £5.99
5 years+ 9781474979610

June - Paper - £5.99
5 years+ 9781474967990

July - Paper - £5.99
5 years+ 9781474948524

June - Hard - £9.99
7 years+ 9781474968997

July - Paper - £6.99 (inc. VAT)
6 years+ 9781474969314

This scribble-in activity
book explores the
fascinating world of
architecture, with
activities to encourage
children to think, draw
and design like an
architect.

This beautiful pad is packed
full of puzzles, wordsearches,
spot-the-difference and mazes,
all set in the magical world
of unicorns. Journey through
the stars to the cloud castle,
escape from the spooky forest
and help the unicorns with
their rainbow apple harvest.

06/02/2020 12:11:09

For little ones
When you tickle the
soft patch on each
charmingly illustrated
dinosaur, it triggers a
noise... and then at the
end you can hear all the
dinosaurs being noisy
at the same time.

Babies and toddlers will love touching the textured patches. The bright
pictures and textures to stroke are designed to help develop sensory and
language awareness.

May - Board - £6.99
6 months+ 9781474972130

May - Board - £12.99
6 months+ 9781474976763

June - Board - £12.99
Birth+ 9781474948487

July - Board - £7.99
10 months+ 9781474968829

August - Box - £7.99
1 year+ 9781474981118

Each spread has an animal in a
different pose while it listens to
the music – sitting down, lying
on its back, curled up in a ball
or snuggled with a parent. The
children are encouraged to get
in the same pose while they
enjoy a peaceful moment.

Follow a funny little
monkey around the jungle
as he discovers what else
lives there.

Join a host of friendly
animals as they respond
to various emergencies.

May - Board - £4.99
18 months+ 9781474971560
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June - Board - £4.99
18 months+ 9781474971539

June - Board - £7.99
1 year+ 9781474962544

July - Board - £6.99
6 months+ 9781474972109

Each spread of this
beautifully illustrated
nature book has an array of
things for little children to
spot. With topics including
“In the garden”, “All kinds
of birds” and “By the pond”,
join Poppy and Sam to take
your first steps in learning
about the natural world
around you.

06/02/2020 12:11:13

BIG CONCEPTS,

EXPLAINED SIMPLY

9781474950886 £9.99

9781474922524 £9.99

9781474950688 £9.99

9781474940139 £9.99

9781474958233 £9.99

Usborne.com/BigConcepts
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Love Learning

May - Paper - £6.99
9 years+ 9781474982757

May - Paper - £6.99
9 years+ 9781474982764

May - Hard - £9.99
8 years+ 9781474950800

June - Hard - £9.99
8 years+ 9781474950886

Discover the scientific
breakthroughts of 100
brilliant scientists, from
Albert Einstein, Marie Curie
and Stephen Hawking, to
lesser-known geniuses.

Using lively examples and thought
experiments, this book provides
an accessible introduction to
a wide range of philosophical
questions and invites the reader
think about things in ways they
may not have done before.

May - Board - £9.99
5 years+ 9781474968874

July - Board - £9.99
7 years+ 9781474943680

Lift the flaps to brave all kinds of
extreme weather, from violent
tornadoes and hurricanes, to
extreme heat-waves, droughts and
wildfires. The final page explores
the affect climate change is having
on wild weather around the world.

Lift the flaps to discover
the microscopic world
of germs – bacteria,
viruses, fungi and
protozoa.

July - Board - £9.99
7 years+ 9781474969154

June - Board - £9.99
7 years+ 9781474950657

July - Hard - £9.99
6 years+ 9781474950589

From the senses to
sleep, memories to
making decisions,
this book brings the
wonder of brains and
brain science to life.
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Reading Programme

June - Hard - £5.99
5 years+ 9781474969789

August - Hard - £5.99
5 years+ 9781474969758

August - Hard - £5.99
5 years+ 9781474969802

Elisa hates being a princess, and would
much rather live in the woods with
Hans, a prince from a rival kingdom.
But when her father, the king, discovers
her love for Hans, he locks Elisa in a
gloomy tower. She escapes, dodges
capture and finally finds happiness
according to her own terms.

When Kate’s mother marries a king,
she grows jealous of the king’s
daughter and casts a spell on her,
giving her the head of a sheep.
Kate loves her stepsister and will do
anything to help her, so together
they set out to find a way to
undo the curse…

A brave princess goes on an epic
quest. Surviving the terrible
dangers of a forest that no man
is brave enough to enter she
reaches an enchanted castle
with a sleeping prince…
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Stickers

June - Paper - £5.99
4 years+ 9781474978330

July - Paper - £5.99
5 years+ 9781474981170

May - Paper - £6.99
5 years+ 9781474973434

May - Paper - £6.99
3 years+ 9781474968652

Enter the undersea world
where mermaids gather
pearls, meet a mermaid
queen, find a treasure chest
laden with gold and jewels
and dive with sleek seals.

From sandcastles on the beach
and dolphins playing in the waves,
to butterflies flitting from flower
to flower in a pretty garden, add
sparkly stickers to these summer
scenes and make them shine.

Bring sports day to life
in this exciting sticker
book. Themes include
an egg and spoon race,
an obstacle course,
mini athletics, running
races, a tug-of-war and
an awards ceremony at
the end of the day.
August - Paper - £6.99
5 years+ 9781474969086

May - Paper - £5.99
3 years+ 9781474968270

May - Paper - £5.99
3 years+ 9781474969260
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May - Paper - £5.99
3 years+ 9781474971348

June - Paper - £5.99
3 years+ 9781474971355

Build 11 of the strangest,
deadliest, most awesome
aliens in the galaxy. There are
ten pages of stickers to help
you build a giant alien that
floats through the clouds,
trailing tentacles that crackle
with lightning, a mysterious
warrior from another
dimension, and lots more.

June - Paper - £5.99
3 years+ 9781474968225

06/02/2020 12:11:39

Cover not final.

Fabulous Fiction

June - Paper - £5.99
7 years+ 9781474956253

June - Paper - £6.99
9 years+ 9781474981385

Freddie Yates loves facts. A fact can’t
leave you and no one can take it away.
But when he learns the surprising fact
that his biological dad might be living
in Wales, Freddie and his best friends
sneak off to find him, unwittingly causing
a chain of ‘miraculous’ events involving
an onion-eating contest, superhero
scarecrows and life-saving sheep.

Leni LOVES birds. So when two featherbrained professors visit her island home
on a mission to bring back the dodo, she
jumps at the chance to help them. But
the famous bird has been extinct for over
300 years - and Sugar King Benny Shuster
will stop at nothing to keep it that way.
Can Leni and the squabbling professors
achieve the impossible?

12-year-old Will likes two things:
turtles and the local nature preserve.
Everything else is a nightmare, because
Will has a facial difference that has
earned him an unfortunate nickname.
But when Will meets RJ, who is confined
to a hospital room, each boy discovers
they have strength to lend the other and
life is too short to live in a shell.

June - Paper - £7.99
14 years+ 9781474966177

July - Paper - £6.99
9 years+ 9781474966849

July - Paper - £8.99
14 years+ 9781474959575

Dylan is forced to come out after his
secret relationship with Ellis is exposed
on social media, but to his surprise,
everyone is really supportive - or
appears to be. But Dylan’s and El’s
happiness is short-lived, and following a
tragic accident, Dylan begins to realise
how little he knows about the boy he
loves... or those close to him.

Desperate to become a shark-caller to
avenge the death of her parents, Blue
Wing is instead charged with befriending
infuriating newcomer Maple. At first
they are angry and out of sync with the
island and each other. But when the
tide breathes the promise of treasure,
can they overcome their differences and
brave the deadliest shark in the ocean?

16-year-old Deka lives in Otera, where
a woman’s worth is tied to her purity.
When Deka bleeds gold- the colour of
impurity, of a demon - she faces eternal
torture. She is saved by a mysterious
woman who reveals the truth - Deka
is an Alaki, a near-immortal with
exceptional gifts. Her choice: fight for the
Emperor with her kin, or be destroyed...

Cover not final.

May - Paper - £6.99
9 years+ 9781474974042
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Cover not final.

Cover not final.

Cover not final.

Fabulous Fiction

August - Paper - £7.99
12 years+ 9781474940641

August - Paper - £7.99
11 years+ 9781474972208

Caledonia may have lost her crew and
nearly died thanks to vicious warlord Aric
Athair, but she is determined to save her
beloved ship and sisters, destroy Aric’s
fleet and claim the Bullet seas. First,
though, she must convince a crew of
renegade Bullets to join her fight for a
better life and bring the revolution to Aric.
Only available from Usborne in
Commonwealth (ex. Canada)

Sander wishes he was like everyone else.
But he has Silver-Russell syndrome, a
condition that affects one in a hundred
thousand. It means he is smaller than
other boys, and it seems like the biggest,
strongest, guys get all the attention,
especially from girls. But Sander notices
little things other people miss, and he’s
about to make a big impact.

Failed starfighter pilot Ash Yang has
landed the most important job in the
universe - travelling the galaxies to steal
and return mysterious artefacts for a
secret facility based on a lonely moon.
Under Ash’s control they have the power
to stop wars... or start them. But when
her home planet is threatened, will her
new knowledge be enough to save it?

Cover not final.

August - Paper - £7.99
14 years+ 9781474966597

July - Paper - £5.99
6 years+ 9781474972185

Meet the princess who loves breaking the rules, and her Royal Unicorn, who happens to be a pig! There’s
trouble in store for Unipiggle and Princess Pea when a naughty dragon accidently magics a dinosaur into
Twinkleland... Will the dinosaur CRASH and BASH and SMASH down Twinkleland? Or can Unipiggle and
Princess Pea find a way to stop the dino?
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Order Form
ISBN		

TITLE					

RRP		

9781474973335
9781474968966
9781474959575
9781474969468
9781474971607
9781474950718
9781474970495
9781474981149
9781474973335
9781474979610
9781474967990
9781474948524
9781474968997
9781474969314
9781474976763
9781474972130
9781474972109
9781474948487
9781474968829
9781474981118
9781474971560
9781474971539
9781474962544
9781474982757
9781474982764
9781474968874
9781474943680
9781474950800
9781474950886
9781474969154
9781474950657
9781474950589
9781474969789
9781474969758
9781474969802
9781474978330
9781474981170
9781474973434
9781474968652
9781474968270
9781474969086
9781474971348
9781474969260
9781474968225
9781474971355
9781474974042
9781474956253
9781474981385
9781474966177
9781474972185
9781474966849
9781474959575
9781474972208
9781474940641
9781474966597
9781474950688
9781474922524
9781474940139
9781474958233
9781474937290
9781474950770
9781474971317
9781474974714
9781474974721
9781474974738

Unworry Magic Painting Book
All the science you need to know by age 7
The Gilded Ones
Dinosaur Matching Games
Planet Earth Mazes
Build Your Own Website for Beginners
The Unhurry Book
Little Children’s Animals Colouring Book
Unworry Magic Painting Book
Magic Painting Narwhals and Other Sea Creatures
Magic Painting Dragons
Magic Painting Zoo
Architecture Scribble Book
Unicorns Puzzle Pad
Don’t Tickle the Dinosaur!
That’s Not My Bus
That’s Not My Narwhal
Calming Music Book
Little Lift and Look Jungle
Baby’s Very First Ambulance Book
The Sunny Day
On a Pirate Ship
Poppy and Sam’s Nature Spotting Book
Looking After Your Health
Looking After Our Planet
Look Inside Wild Weather
See Inside Germs
The Amazing Discoveries of 100 Brilliant Scientists
Philosophy for Beginners
Lift-the-Flap Biology
Lift-the-Flap Grammar and Punctuation
The Usborne Book of the Brain and How It Works
The Nettle Princess
Kate Crackernuts
The Sleeping Prince
Little Sticker Dolly Dressing Rainbow Fairy
Little Sticker Dolly Dressing Carnival
Sticker Dolly Dressing Mermaids
Sparkly Summer Sticker Book
First Sticker Book Sports Day
Build Your Own Aliens Sticker Book
Little First Stickers Flamingos
Little First Stickers Football
Little First Stickers Seashore
Little First Stickers Sloths
The Super-Miraculous Journey of Freddie Yates
The Great Dodo Comeback
Turtle Boy
Hideous Beauty
Unipiggle: Dragon Trouble
The Shark Caller
The Gilded Ones
The Infinity Files
One in a Hundred Thousand
Steel Tide
Economics for Beginners
Politics for Beginners
Business for Beginners
Money for Beginners
Looking after your mental health
The Unworry book
Sticker Dollies: Unicorn Rescue
Sticker Dollies: Fairy Picnic
Sticker Dollies: Mermaid in Trouble
Sticker Dollies: Baby Dragon

£5.99
£9.99
£7.99
£7.99 (inc VAT)
£7.99
£12.99
£8.99
£3.99
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99
£9.99
£6.99 (inc. VAT)
£12.99
£6.99
£6.99
£12.99
£5.99
£7.99
£4.99
£4.99
£7.99
£6.99
£6.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99
£6.99
£6.99
£5.99
£6.99
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99
£6.99
£5.99
£6.99
£7.99
£5.99
£6.99
£7.99
£7.99
£7.99
£7.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£6.99
£8.99
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99
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Northern England, North Wales South West England, South Wales
and Scotland
& Channel Islands
Boyd Denton
Angela Williams
m: 07939 173 031
m: 07939 018 492
To
place
an
order,
please
direct enquiries
boydd@usborne.co.uk
angelaw@usborne.co.uk

to your Usborne Export contact.

Central England
Republic of Ireland, Northern
Jo-Ann Caulkin
Ireland, Isle of Man
If
you
have
not
ordered
from us before,
m: 07939 173 027
RepForce Ireland
please direct alltel:
enquiries
to:
joc@usborne.co.uk
+ 353 1634 9927
fax: + 353 1669 7449
London & South East
info@repforce.ie
englishexport@usborne.co.uk
Lesley Preston
m: 07776764664
Special sales
lesleyp@usborne.co.uk
Michele Hirst
m: 07796 995 849
micheleh@usborne.co.uk

For
For all
all things
things Usborne
Usborne visit:
visit: usborne.com
usborne.com
or
or facebook/UsbornePublishing
facebook/UsbornePublishing
All
Allcovers
coversand
andpublication
publicationdates
datesare
aresubject
subjectto
tochange.
change.
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